
Reference case

Roche:
Diabetes Community on Facebook 

Position



In addition, Living Stone manages Roche Diabetes Care’s 
Facebook community, which is a place for diabetes 
patients to share their experiences and suggestions, such 
as how to manage diabetes in order to run a marathon, 
as well as scientific information. 

Facebook 
community

Scientific articles - most successful posts



With the support of Living Stone, Roche Diabetes Care 
is helping hospitals provide better, more cost-effective, 
and more efficient diabetes care, and helping patients 
to manage their disease, improve their lifestyle, 
and make healthy choices. “Our Digital Solutions
department has been working with Living Stone for 
years now” says Tom Van Eycken, Product Manager
Digital Solutions at Roche Diagnostics. “We know that
we can expect original, qualitative materials from them. 
Living Stone has the talent to think actively. They are 
able to act quickly like no other and empathize with 
difficult or delicate themes and always manage to turn 
them into comprehensible materials.“

Community topics - most successful posts



Own Living Stone digital analytics 
tool – realtime monitoring and 
reporting about all digital channels in 
one platform and reporting service.

SONAR reporting 



About
Living
Stone
Make your mark. Personally and professionally, it’s what we 
all want to do. We want our efforts to be recognized, to have 
an impact, to make a difference. At Living Stone, we specialize 
in helping B2B marketers to make their mark. To share their 
company’s story, to present information in a way that makes 
a difference - to plant a flag that proclaims excellence and 
value. We’ve been helping B2B marketers make an impact for 
more than 25 years. Our new strapline is an expression of our 
understanding and expertise in making a difference in B2B 
marketing. With our new logo, we’re planting our flag and 
closing the loop, translating creative go2market strategies into 
practical tools.
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